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WELCOME ADDRESS 10.00
Prof. Elena D’Orlando
Director of the Department of Legal Sciences – University of Udine

PUBLIC LAW SESSION 10.15 – 13.15
Chair: Dr. Francesco Deana, University of Udine
Andrea De Coppi
The position of Italian Data Protection Authority on the “Google Analytics” case
Laura Elena Knaus
Applicability of the General Data Protection Regulation on the activities of a parliamentary committee of inquiry (c. on the activities of the legislature)
Luca Baron
“Data security”: current issues and future perspectives in Italian criminal jurisprudence
Roland Hallegger
Parallel exercise of administrative and civil claims within the meaning of Article 77-79 General Data Protection Regulation as a challenge to the uniformity of the national legal order?
Raffaela Pretato
Digitalisation and fair trial: the use of personal data as evidence in the light of the right to defense

LIGHT LUNCH 13.15 – 14.30

PRIVATE LAW SESSION 14.30 – 17.30
Chair: Prof. Dr. Olaf Riss, University of Klagenfurt
Denisa-Ioana Ciocă
Use of illegally obtained evidence in civil proceedings (I) – 7 Ob 121/22b (illegally obtained video)
Enrico Vanzetto
The clash between Innovative start-ups and notaries: the dawn of the digitalisation of Italian company law
Nicoleta Goja
IT platforms and transport service providers: the position of UBER and the others within the framework of EU and Italian case law
Tobias Titze
Violation of the GDPR and non-material damages – 6 Ob 35/21v (Requirements for a claim for damages: Decision to submit to CJEU)
Camilla Clecan
The unstoppable development of AI and the (temporary) restrictions to the use of ChatGPT in Italy
Anna Wassermann
On the obligation to update within the Directive (EU) 2019/770 on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content and digital services and in Austrian Law
Martina Zuliani
The deposit contract in the digital age – The case of virtual currencies before an Italian court
Theresa Mazzarella
6 Ob 36/20t on the interpretation of the consumers’ right to withdraw (Paragraph 11 Section 1 Austrian-FAGG) based on the Directive (EU) 2011/83 on consumer rights
Eugenio Giassone Attems Petzenstein
New technologies and food information business to consumer
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